
Crisis Management Plan
Keep this plan visible to use as a reference during a crisis 

Instructions: Complete this plan with relevant personnel, such as family members, friends, health 
care staff, or team to help prepare for a potential crisis. It may be beneficial to consult with a primary 
care provider to review the plan, and provide recommendations.

Name:____________________  Date:____________

Aim of the plan:

Warning Signs

Feelings or body signals indicating a crisis may be developing:

Coping Strategies

Things I can do before pre-crisis:

Places

Where to go for safety:

Intervention Strategies

Pre-Crisis:

Triggering Phase:

Escalation Phase:

Crisis Threshold:



Post-Crisis:

Contacts

Who I can reach out to when I need help:

 Professionals or Emergency Services I can call in a crisis:

Name Phone Number Address

Provider Name Contact Details

Post-Crisis Information

Date: ________________

Additional Notes and Recommendations:


	undefined: Georgia Shaw
	undefined_2: 2023/12/12
	Aim of the plan: To develop a response to challenging situations that can prevent a crisis occurring, or minimize the impact of the situation. 
	Feelings or body signals indicating a crisis may be developing: - Heart feels it is racing
- Beginning to feel overwhelmed
- Feeling claustrophobic
- Hands are getting sweaty
	Things I can do before precrisis: - Take deep breaths, counting for three seconds in and three seconds out.
- If the room feels uncomfortable, I can leave for a few minutes or until I feel better. 

	Where to go for safety: I can go to my home for safety, by reaching out to my mother or father. I may also go to my Grandmother or best friend Lydia's house to feel safe. 
	PostCrisis: When I feel ready, I can discuss the situation with someone I trust such as a professional or a trusted support member. We can figure out what led to the crisis, and what can be changed to limit it happening again. 
	NameRow1: Denise Shaw (mother)
	Phone NumberRow1: 012 345 678
	AddressRow1: 789 Market Road 
	NameRow2: Phillip Shaw (father)
	Phone NumberRow2: 012 345 678
	AddressRow2: 789 Market Road 
	NameRow3: Katherine Shaw (Grandmother)
	Phone NumberRow3: 012 345 678
	AddressRow3: 654 Wilson Road 
	NameRow4: Lydia Foxton
	Phone NumberRow4: 012 345 678
	AddressRow4: 123 Dominon Road 
	Provider NameRow1: Market Health Center
	Contact DetailsRow1: 000 123 4567
	Provider NameRow2: Market Emergency Department 
	Contact DetailsRow2: 000 123 4567
	Provider NameRow3: Francine Jones (therapist)
	Contact DetailsRow3: 000 123 4567
	Date: 2024/01/27
	Date Additional Notes and Recommendations: After conversations with her mother Denise, and her therapise Francine, Georgia has identified that the crisis may have been partially influenced by the large amount of people in the room. Once she was able to evacuate the room, she felt much better. In the future, it may be beneficial for Georgia to find something such as the time to focus on when she feels she is reaching the triggering phase. 
	PreCrisis Triggering Phase Escalation Phase Crisis Threshold: 
	0: Take deep breaths, counting the seconds in and out. 
	1: Can exit the room or situation for a few minutes, or until I feel ready to return. 
	2: Reach out to one of my contacts using their contact number. 
	3: Call professional or emergency services. 



